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Case Study: Neighborhood Planning in Rye, Indiana
A portrait of a community learning about area needs and using the consolidated planning process to develop specific priorities, 
strategies and actions.

Photo: Google Maps

Objective: This case study explores how a small city engaged community residents and 
stakeholders in neighborhood planning through the consolidated planning process. The 
case study highlights the use of CPD Maps, the eCon Plan Template, and the Maximizing 
Investments Toolkit to inform research and data analysis and shape the planning effort. 

Background 
Rye is a small Indiana city with a population of 75,000. Traditionally, Rye’s major 
industry was steel manufacturing. However, in the late 20th century most of 
the steel manufacturing jobs left Rye.  Regionally, auto assembly plants have 
replaced steel mills as the top employer, but few Rye residents work in these 
jobs as many auto manufacturing jobs have been filled with employees from 
surrounding communities.  As a result of the changes in local employment, 
several once thriving neighborhoods in Rye experienced dramatic declines in 
population.  While the auto jobs are a source of stability for the broader region, the 
unemployment rate in Rye has remained higher than in the surrounding towns. 

Snapshot

Background 
Walnut Corners is a neighborhood located in Rye, 
Indiana that has suffered from the decline of the 
local economy and resulting depopulation of the 
city. Community residents have approached the city 
government for help just as it prepares to launch 
its five-year consolidated planning process.

Process
Community Development staff engaged the Walnut 
Corners residents and other stakeholders in a 
planning effort that sought to understand the needs 
in the community and how the city could work with 
partners to address them. First, the staff used data 
to understand the area dynamics, and listened to the 
community to learn more about their concerns. Second, 
city staff used CPD Maps and other planning tools 
to create a community profile, inventory assets, and 
assess the potential to address the community’s needs 
through strategic investment in the neighborhood.

Results
The City designated Walnut Corners as a target 
area for investment and engaged multiple city 
departments to work together to maximize the 
impacts of HUD investment through coordination 
and building on complementary activities.
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Walnut Corners is one Rye neighborhood that seems to be particularly 
challenged. Walnut Corners was home to many of the steelworkers and 
had a population of approximately 1,900 during the peak of steel plant 
employment. The current population is estimated at about 855 people. 
Walnut Corners used to be a diverse and vibrant community whose residents 
enjoyed well-kept bungalows, ethnic businesses, and the cultural identity 
of a neighborhood that had close ties with the steel plants. As residents 
left Walnut Corners to pursue employment elsewhere, businesses closed, 
resulting in numerous vacant and abandoned properties. The remaining 
residents suffered this decline for many years, but recently, elected officials 
have become increasingly concerned as unemployment in the area continues 
to increase, home values decline further and vacant lots and buildings 
continue to be used for a variety of illegal activities.

Recently, the City of Rye relocated the passenger railroad terminal from 
downtown Rye to a location on the northern end of  Walnut  Corners Avenue, 
the main commercial street of the Walnut Corners neighborhood.  The City 
chose Walnut Corners because the neighborhood had a large, inexpensive 
parcel of unused land and a new station could be constructed there for lower 
cost there than in other neighborhoods. Also, since Walnut Corners Avenue 
is a wide thoroughfare extending the length of the city, commuters and long 
distance train riders could easily access the new station.  

In addition to increased noise, the train station brings more traffic as people 
come from other neighborhoods and towns to commute to jobs outside of 
Walnut Corners.  Despite the increased traffic, local businesses have not seen 
any increase in sales or new customers. Passengers simply park in the large 
parking structure and board the train to go elsewhere.  At the end of the day, 
they return to their cars and drive directly out of the neighborhood.  

When the train station was relocated, Walnut Corners neighbors expressed their fears that a new train station would bring not only traffic 
congestion but also the possibility of gentrification. While some level of private investment would certainly be welcomed in Walnut Corners, 
many residents feared that given the location of the neighborhood near downtown and the “good bones” of the housing stock  that they 
might be displaced by new, wealthier people moving in and driving up property values. Neighbors also expressed concerns that following the 
opening of the train station, there would be more criminal activity and the neighborhood wouldn’t feel as safe as it had before. 
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Community Action
In recent years, as the City prepared its annual budget and capital improvements 
budget, Walnut Corners residents had made inquiries to the City representatives 
asking whether the City had a plan for improving both the physical and social 
conditions in their neighborhood. They shared images of Walnut Corners depicting 
vacant and abandoned properties  and trash-strewn lots with City Officials to find 
out what the City could do to help improve the situation.  The residents told City 
representatives that they were  concerned about the vast number of vacant lots and 
vacant buildings that were being used for illegal activities. Residents also complained 
that children being raised in Walnut Corners lacked safe recreational facilities and 
many residents did not feel safe when they walked down Walnut Corners Avenue.

Reinforcing the community’s perception, monthly and yearly crime statistics 
provided by the Police Chief to the Rye City Council indicated that, in fact, 
while crime had actually declined since the opening of the train station, Walnut 
Corners had the highest crime rate in the city.  Given the concerns from 
residents and evidence to support them and that the City was in the process 
of developing its five-year Consolidated Plan, the Mayor and City Council 
asked Community Development staff and Public Works staff to meet with 
neighborhood residents and stakeholders in order to better understand the 
problems and to hear any ideas they had for improving their neighborhood.  

Community Engagement
In response to the Mayor and City Council’s request, Community Development 
and Public Works  staff worked together to organize three listening sessions at 
local churches and the Senior Center. To prepare for the listening sessions, city 
staff asked themselves several questions (see text box) that would help them understand the Walnut Corners area dynamics and then sought 
answers through research and analysis. They used HUD’s updated eCon Planning Suite, which provides data from the Comprehensive Housing 
Affordability Strategy (CHAS) and the Census, including the American Community Survey (ACS). Specifically they used the Housing and 
Economic Development Data Toolkits in CPD Maps to analyze the dynamics at the census tract level. Furthermore, they used several of the tools 
in the Maximizing Investments Toolkit to help them organize their research, prepare comparisons, and analyze data for their discussion with the 
community. In addition, staff conducted a tour of the neighborhood to become more familiar with the physical environment. 

Questions staff asked themselves to 
prepare for neighborhood meetings:

• What is the population of the neighborhood?  
What is the percentage of elderly residents?

• Are there more renters than owners living 
in Walnut Corners?

• What are the median and average 
incomes for different types of households?

• What is the unemployment rate compared 
to other neighborhoods in Rye? Are a lot of 
people living on non-wage income such 
as public assistance, Social Security, or 
retirement income? What do people do 
for a living in Walnut Corners?

• How many households are there with children?  
How many persons have a disability? What is 
the average household size?

• What is the housing market like?  Are 
housing values higher or lower than a few 
years ago? How do values compare with 
the rest of the city?

• What is the age of the housing stock? 
What are housing conditions?

• How many new businesses have opened 
or closed/failed in Walnut Corners 
over the last few years? How does this 
compare to other sections of the city?
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Rye staff used the Housing and Economic Development Data Toolkits in CPD Maps to analyze 
the area dynamics in Walnut Corners compared to the City. 

Housing Data Toolkit – CPD Maps
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Rye staff used the Housing and Economic Development Data Toolkits in CPD Maps to analyze 
the area dynamics in Walnut Corners compared to the City. 

Economic Development Data Toolkit – CPD Maps
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The staff scheduled the listening sessions at various times during the day and evening so that residents had multiple opportunities to attend. 
During the meeting, staff asked residents to describe the most pressing problems evident in the neighborhood and what changes they would 
like to see. They also asked residents questions about some of the issues that arose through their data analysis. 

Collectively, the discussions and the data analysis identified the following issues:
• Lack of an  adequate grocery store selling fresh food
• A shortage of standard rental units  large enough to accommodate families with children
• Several empty buildings and trash-strewn vacant lots 
• A large proportion of elderly residents who are unable to properly maintain their homes 
• No daycare facility available in the neighborhood for working families
• Limited employment opportunities for residents
• Limited retail and service businesses available in the neighborhood  
• Homeless people gathering in vacant lots and the neighborhood park
• Poor housing conditions and very few homes in decent shape 

that young families could buy
• Numerous break-ins, acts of vandalism, and illegal activities

Some of the changes residents wanted to see included:
• Improved safety and reduction in crimes
• A grocery store
• Street and sidewalk improvements and increased pedestrian 

activity in Walnut Corners
• Improvements to traffic patterns around the train station 
• Programs to help homeowners maintain their properties
• Enforcement of City ordinances to force property owners to 

clean up lots and secure vacant buildings
• Newer rental housing suitable for families
• Job training programs
• A daycare facility with extended hours 
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Defining Community Need
The Rye staff knew that in order to justify a substantial investment of HUD 
and other funds in the neighborhood they would have to determine that 
Walnut Corners had a high level of need, had assets to build on, and specific 
opportunities for investment. 

The Rye Community Development staff used the data they had collected 
from CPD Maps and the input from the listening sessions to create a 
community profile to illustrate the conditions in the Walnut Corners area.  
To help contextualize these conditions, the staff compared data on Walnut 
Corners to other city neighborhoods and to the City of Rye as a whole. 

City staff  used a range of local data sources to create a clear picture of the 
needs and dynamics of the Walnut Corners neighborhood.   Rye had good 
local data on employment, crime, housing problems, police calls, retail 
activity, and property conditions.  Staff reviewed other plans and reports, 
including the train station feasibility report, to inform the profile and begin to 
understand other investment in the area.

Specifically, they analyzed the household characteristics of Walnut 
Corners residents, including the following types of households:

• small and large family households
• households that contain at least one person 62-74 years of age
• households that contain at least one person 75 years of age
• households with children 

They also looked at the socioeconomic characteristics of different types 
of households, as well as physical housing conditions, such as: 

• median incomes
• poverty rates
• education levels 
• unemployment rates

• substandard housing conditions
• number of persons per room
• percent of income spent on housing costs

Photos: Google Maps
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The analysis gave the staff a deeper understanding of the needs in Walnut Corners, and confirmed what they had heard at the listening 
sessions — that there were high levels of poverty and distress in Walnut Corners. There were more elderly households than in other Rye 
neighborhoods, and comparatively fewer children. Unemployment levels were high and education levels low. Many people, and especially 
renters, were living in substandard and overcrowded housing and often were paying more than they could afford for rent.  While in many 
ways Walnut Corner’s demographics were similar to the city at large, there were signs that a younger, more affluent population was 
moving into the neighborhood. This presented both an opportunity and a threat.

The Rye staff used CPD maps and their own internal GIS system to illustrate the convergence of need  and opportunity in Walnut Corners. 
They also used maps to show that Walnut Corners had pockets of intense need, compared to other areas in the city. The staff used the data they 
gathered and the maps they had developed to begin to build a community profile that would help guide their discussion at future community 
meetings and would partially form the basis for the Needs Assessment (NA-10) of the City’s five-year Consolidated Plan. 

The Maximizing Investments Toolkit’s Matching Priority Needs with Activities Tool (excerpt below) helped Community Development staff gain 
a holistic view of the deficient areas in the Walnut Corners neighborhood. They paired dominant issues such as its unaffordable, unsafe and 
unsuitable rental housing stock with activities to address them, like new rental housing development and rehabilitation of units. In addition 
to identifying housing needs, Walnut Corners staff used the Matching Priority Needs with Activities Tool to identify physical needs, such as 
infrastructure, and public service needs, such as childcare and employment. 

The staff found that many of the needs were related. If they could increase residents’ incomes by providing employment supports such as job 
training and child care, provide decent and suitable housing through rehabilitation, then they could begin to stabilize the community and 
encourage private investment that could in turn address other needs, such as a grocery store and reductions in crime. 
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Walnut Corners - Percentage of Low Income 
Households - Rye Five Year Consolidated Plan

Walnut Corners - Percentage of Rental Housing Built 
Before 1949 - Rye Five Year Consolidated Plan

Walnut Corners - Unemployment - Rye Five Year 
Consolidated Plan

Walnut Corners - Renter Units Affordable to 50% HAMFI 
- Rye Five Year Consolidated Plan
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Assessing Geographic 
Priorities
As they continued to prepare the City’s 
Consolidated Plan, Community Development 
staff evaluated whether the City should 
designate Walnut Corners as a geographic 
priority area.  Although the area clearly had 
significant needs based on poverty levels, 
unemployment statistics, and housing and 
infrastructure conditions, staff wanted to ensure 
that investment in the area would leverage other 
assets and generate the desired impacts. 

To assess the potential effectiveness of additional 
investment, the staff tried to get a sense of 
the “big picture.”  City staff identified Walnut 
Corners’ assets, such as transit, commercial 
areas, institutions, prior city investments, and 
community organizations. They also reviewed 
local plans, including the City’s Housing 
Plan and its Comprehensive Plan, as well as 
feasibility studies previously conducted for 
other development projects, to get a sense of 
other potential investments in the area and plans 
for development. Once they inventoried this 
information, they considered the community 
investments the city might leverage and the 
potential for building local partnerships.

The City staff used this information to complete the SP10 screen 
from the eCon Planning Suite

SP-10 Geographic Priorities
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Partners, Assets, and 
Opportunities
Recognizing that the new train station had the potential 
to rejuvenate the Walnut Corners community, the 
Community Development staff reached out to the 
public works and planning staff to discuss how city and 
HUD investments could stimulate revitalization around 
the train station. For example, the City’s Department 
of Public Works could prioritize sidewalk and traffic 
improvements along Walnut Corners Avenue, while the 
Community Development department could devote 
a larger proportion of its CDBG funds to economic 
development activities in order to encourage small 
business development in the area.  Understanding the 
residents’ concerns that investment might prompt 
gentrification, Community Development staff agreed 
to designate Walnut Corners as a target area for its 
housing rehabilitation program to help elderly and low-
income owners afford to stay in their homes. They also 
agreed to meet with the Rye Housing Authority and 
local nonprofit developers to discuss their willingness 
to invest in the area in order to preserve and create 
affordable housing opportunities.

With confidence that the city had started to create 
partnerships that would support its CPD investments, 
the Community Development staff recommended that 
Walnut Corners be designated a geographic priority 
area in its Consolidated Plan.  In the strategic planning 
that followed, staff worked with these partners 
to identify exactly how they would build on the 
neighborhood’s existing assets while leveraging other 
planned investment and financial resources.

As City officials began the process of consulting with the community, they used the 
Tool for Using Stakeholder Input in Consolidated Planning of the MIT to help organize 
their public outreach and participation process and to catalogue the comments 
they received. In the example below, you can see a the group of stakeholders that 
identified to participate in the consultation process, details about the event they 
participated in, and comments they made. 

Using Stakeholder Input in Consolidated Planning 
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Strategic Place-Based  
Planning
Understanding that true strategic investment 
in the Walnut Corners neighborhood would 
require more than HUD and City investment, 
the Community Development staff with the 
planning department launched an intensive 
neighborhood planning effort to develop specific 
goals and actions for the Walnut Corners 
target area. Referring to the list of agencies 
that the city had consulted with for the five-
year Consolidated Plan, City staff began to 
reach out to potential partners and interested 
parties to include in the planning process. 

They also continued to use tools such as CPD Maps 
to support this work and augmented their research 
by completing field surveys that inventoried vacant 
lots, property and infrastructure conditions, local 
businesses and city-owned land. 

Later, Rye officials would use the maps and their analysis to engage residents, business owners, civic leaders, service providers, the transit 
authority, housing developers, and local institutions in a data-driven planning effort to develop a plan to address the needs in the Walnut 
Corners area. 

The goals of the planning process were to:

• Develop strategies to address the identified needs of Walnut Corners residents, the deteriorated physical conditions and related 
safety issues.

• Identify specific projects and programs that would allow the City to carry out the strategies.
• Identify and establish partners within the community who could implement programs, whose efforts would support or 

complement the city’s strategies, and/or who might have resources the City could leverage.
• Set annual goals for implementation over the next five years, including those to be included in the City’s first-year Annual Action Plan.

Walnut Corners - Rye Five Year Consolidated Plan

Photo: produced with CPD Maps and PowerPoint
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Conclusion
After an extensive and inclusive strategic planning process, the City focused its 
redevelopment efforts in Walnut Corners by identifying four strategic goals:

• Increase quality affordable housing
• Encourage business development
• Support residents with job training and child care subsidies
• Continue public investment in infrastructure

The City then incorporated these specific strategies into its 
Strategic Plan and Annual Plan Goals and Objectives.

In the years that followed,  the City, with its partners, was able to:
• produce 48 units of affordable rental housing in Walnut Corners
• create new commercial space for additional local businesses and services,  

including a childcare facility
• reconstruct sidewalks along Walnut Corners Avenue
• work with nonprofits to provide technical assistance to small business 

owners and create jobs

By working with the community and organizational partners, and leveraging 
other financial resources, the City of Rye was able to design an investment plan 
that addressed many of the priority needs in Walnut Corners, and improve 
the quality of life for its residents. Using a holistic planning approach, the City 
was able to extend the reach of its HUD investments and coordinate activities 
across agencies that resulted in greater impact than the sum of its parts.
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